MODERN WORKPLACE

Increase workforce productivity and efficiency
Removing workplace boundaries

As mobile working becomes the new norm in the Modern Workplace, businesses are seeking ways to reap the rewards of enabling mobile IT solutions while managing the risks.

Anywhere, anytime working

More and more organisations see work as something they do, not simply a place to go. While solutions for mobile workforces used to be just about keeping in touch with field-based personnel, increasingly, businesses see the productivity benefits of enabling their entire workforces to work from anywhere, at anytime. Mobile enabled workforces are more efficient, productive, satisfied and motivated, helping you to attract and retain talent in an increasingly competitive jobs market.

Users now drive technology demand

This transition to modern, mobile workplaces is fuelled by the abundance of mobile devices both at work and at home. As consumers, we are used to downloading new apps at the click of a button and buying cloud storage in minutes, armed with just an email and a credit card. Now in the workplace, for the first time, your users – rather than your IT team, are driving technology demand. The challenge for your IT department is to provide end users with a workplace IT experience that is as good as their personal technology. However, making life simple for users means IT teams have to work harder than ever to put the infrastructure in place.

Overcoming challenges

While mobile workforces can be productive anywhere, at anytime on any device, the adoption barriers include concerns around data security and privacy, integration with legacy infrastructure, device management and costs. IT teams often don’t know where, or how to start assessing their options to enable a mobile workforce. With these challenges, it’s not surprising that only 16% of businesses feel well prepared to adopt mobile workplace solutions.

Our Intelligent Solutions help organisations transition successfully to a Modern Workplace

We’ll help you define your version of the modern business with an end-to-end solution that removes workplace boundaries and empowers your employees by giving them everything they need to get their work done from wherever they need to be. Our experienced consultants work alongside your IT team to plan, deploy and enhance tailored solutions. Whether it’s to access their work or applications whilst on the move or connect with the team and share documents from anywhere, our solutions support all the key elements of the Modern Workplace – employee mobility, unified communications and collaboration.

Mobility

With employees increasingly working from outside the office our solution empowers them to work smarter and remain productive. We offer the latest devices, including PCs, laptops, tablets and mobiles, and best-in-class protection software that ensures secure access to corporate applications, data and resources from anywhere and any device.

"63% of business state that mobility increases the efficiency of their business processes."

Collaborate anywhere, anytime

Unified communications

Businesses that adopt unified communications collaborate more efficiently. Our solution integrates real-time communication services such as instant messaging, voice and video conferencing, with non-real-time communication such as email and voicemail – allowing employee availability to be communicated across multiple devices. We offer one platform for calling, conferencing, video and sharing. It includes the latest headsets designed for internet calls and VoIP coupled with Microsoft O365 and Skype for Business.

Content and Collaboration

Our content and collaboration solution maximises your SharePoint and Office 365 investment. We integrate the latest partner technologies to provide advanced features for sharing ideas, files, organising information, people, and projects.

Why Insight?

As one of the largest IT solutions providers in the world, we have the scale and scope to help organisations of all sizes implement modern workplace solutions. We provide an end-to-end solution: the know-how, hardware – from infrastructure to mobile devices – management and application software. Many businesses want to modernise their workplaces but don't know how to get started. Our three-step process uses our unique services to prepare you, help you become productive and maintain your Modern Workplace.

Our approach, your advantage

The first step to a Modern Workplace is a Discovery Workshop. It takes you through a process that shows you how the latest mobile technologies can meet your business needs.

Three Steps to your Modern Workplace

GET READY

Our Discovery Workshops accelerate your understanding of how you can enable a mobile workforce, and guide you towards a successful adoption strategy. This one-day, interactive format is tailored for the specific needs of the IT leadership team in your business.

GET PRODUCTIVE

Our experts are available to help your IT team create a secure foundation for your Modern Workplace. We will help you put the right frameworks and policies in place, including defining access rights, selecting device types and network infrastructure.

GET SUPPORTED

Once up and running, we’ll ensure you get the most from your Modern Workplace solutions by providing regular health checks, training, support and maintenance services and business continuity solutions.
Partner for success

Over a third of the world’s workforce will work remotely over the next year, and over half of office-based workers will work regularly from home. While the number of enterprise applications optimised for mobile is set to quadruple, without easy access to these, mobile and remote workers increasingly turn to ‘shadow IT’ – pop-up IT solutions unsanctioned by the IT department.

Meanwhile businesses want IT teams to do more with less – budgets and resources remain constrained. But security and mobile device management are growing concerns – especially around remote and mobile workforces.

We’ll help you modernise your workplace to remain competitive in the global marketplace, reducing operational costs and improving efficiency, putting you back in control and reducing risk. Our technology and unique services can help you to redesign and repurpose your IT infrastructure for the Modern Workplace, enabling your workforce to share content, collaborate and communicate securely.